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Abstract
The coupling of 3 fixed phase waves in a cold beam-plasma system 
is discussed for all cases that result from locating the waves on the 
positive and negative energy branch. Explicit expressions are given for 
the spatial variation of the wave amplitudes including the influence of 
wave number mismatch and spatial growth rates. The coupling constants 
are computed for the decay and the explosive mode for representative beam 
and plasma parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of waves with waves can be considered as one of 
the basic processes of nonlinear plasma dynamics and consequently plays a 
dominant role for the understanding of many nonlinear plasma phenomena» The 
simplest situation obtains when only three waves participate in the inter­
action and it is this case that has received most attention in the recent
, . 1-18 literature.
For an effective interaction between three waves to occur it is 
necessary that the selection rules
“>L + <“2 = “o
and
k- + k0 = k.,1 J2 ,.,o
are satisfied. Whether these conditions can be met depends on the dis­
persion properties of the waves in question.
One system which is particularly well adapted for the study of threee 
wave coupling phenomena is a beam-plasma system in which a cold electron beam 
interacts with a cold plasma in which collisions of electrons with ions or 
neutral atoms are important. The mode structure of this system allows for 
an effective three wave coupling over a wide range of frequency and wave 
number. Furthermore, since the system has a positive and a negative energy 
branch, the waves can distribute on these two branches in such a way that the 
two nonlinear instabilities, namely the decay- and the explosive instability,
can occur.
2This report is organized as follows: In section II we review the
wave-wave coupling equations for monochromatic waves as derived from per­
turbation theory, in section III we discuss the solution for the different 
cases under the assumption that there is no spatial linear growth. In 
section IV we include the linear spatial growth (or damping) for the special 
case that all growth (damping) rates are equal. In section V we present 
numerical calculations of the coupling constants for physically relevant 
situations.
3II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The interaction of a monoenergetic electron beam with a cold
plasma in the presence of collisions is described by the dispersion 
relation
2 2
(i) e(k, a:) = 1
(D
= 0<ju(utH.vc) (arkv )o
The solutions (jo(k) and k(u)) will be referred to as the temporal and 
spatial case respectively. The latter one is of particular interest in 
experimental situations and will be treated in detail. Fig. 1 shows a
and spatial case for selected parameters that are typical of experimental 
situations of interest to us. One can see by inspection that for the 
unstable waves the selection rules for 3-wave coupling can be approximately 
satisfied with a small mismatch in either a) or k, so that we have in 
general for the temporal case
plot of the real parts of the frequency and wavenumber for the temporal
(Jü^ + U)2 = u) + Au)
for the spatial case
k., + k0 = k + Ak i / o
We shall see later that this mismatch is typically of the order of
The derivation of kinetic equations for the waves can either 
start from the hydrodynamic equations or from the Vlasov equation. In
4the case under consideration either method may be followed. The hydro- 
dynamic equations allow to include collisions in a straightforward way. 
Collisions, however, turn out to be relatively unimportant for the wave 
coupling dynamics and can be neglected in the resulting coupling constants. 
The coupling constants obtained from the hydrodynamic equations are then 
identical to those obtained from the Vlasov equation. It should be 
noted, however, that collisions must be retained in computing the mode 
structure. Starting from the Vlasov equation and expanding the distribu­
tion function in powers of the wave amplitude to second order we obtain
2 12a kinetic equation for the wave potential in the form *
T  ( 2)(2) e(k,ui)cp(k,u>) + , ,7. e ’(k.uskV; k",co")tp(k' = 0
00 * +0)' * = GO
where e(k,u)) and (k,u),k' cjo* ,k", w") are linear and the second order
( 2)dielectric functions. e (k, ufik-',Q)f ;k",m"). is given by
(3) ( 2)
4r|e .___L_
.2 -2km.
3
__1_
CJD-kv
k'-d ------—  k" -&• + k ,u-^ - ' 1 ■
cu"-k"v ~ $v ~ $v (jof-kTv
d__ f . OJ
where the summation runs over the different plasma constituents. We con­
sider the interaction of 3 colinear longitudinal waves of fixed phase 
(this corresponds to the xperimental situation where the waves are launched 
externally.). Introducing the electric field via ikE (k,oj) = cp(k,yj) and 
assuming a slow variation of the amplitude in time we obtain
5>Ek (O = -
M(ko,UJo; kl*<Jl)i;k2»tt,2^
o o 7-7-----------r s n  Ek ( « Ek <*>•S g n C ^ , ^ , ^  J||S I 1 ‘2
-iAoot
* -k0-u)0;k ,0)) , . A .
(4) ^  ‘ \  > \  (*=) = - ---^ ---  ° ° E (t)E (t)e liu)t
1 1 0
<* - V \ (t) = ‘
M (k2,u)2;ko,a) î"k^ -aj^ >
„ { 7 is 1 ÙS fk (t)E.k (t)eSgnt1o2a)o(-lBl)Sk^  g- | o 1
iAüüt
The modes cu^ >k^  are solutions of the dispersion relation 
eCk^o^) = 0
Furthermore we have used the definitions
k2
(5) M(k,oD;k',00« ;k naj") = ^ ||k > | jk„ | e ^  (k ,(u ;k ' ,a)* ;k",a)") ;
^  = s § ni i
Aa) = ai + a) - cu.
ki h.
The coupling constants satisfy the symmetry relations
(6) M(k,o);k',o)';kM,o)")
= M(k* ,u)* ;k",a)";k,a))
= M(k' ,o)' ;-k",-a)";k,ui)
= M(k" ,(jd"; -k' ,-u)' ;k,(jo) 
with k = k' + k" .
Yk is the linear temporal growth rate of the i mode. It is convenient 
i
to introduce the notation
6(7) ck.(t) = I s f t - l  Ek (t)’ (i = ° * 1 and 2)>k. 1l
V
1 k
■^ -M(k,(jo;k' ,üü' ;k",(ju") qtT £ (k,u);k* ,o)';k",aj")
k,k',k" , ^  1_ ¿ g , *  k2 k' k"‘
8-.TT S0)k 8‘TT ^  8-TT dcj^,,! H  IL_ As_ Ü fL
8TT 877 Ô0)|.,87T 003^,,
|Ck | is the effective occupation number of the wave oo., k. . 
i 1 1
Eq. 4 then take the form
dt<8> < !; - Yk >Ck = - s „ v C,. C, eo o
- i Août
o kx k2
%  - Yk )ck, = S1 V Ck2Ck eitot 1 1  z. o
(lt ' \  )ck = s2 v Ck Ct eiilUta k2 j o ^
with S = Sgn (cjo S (jü, (JL)0) , o o k j. Io
(9) S = Sgn ( u l S  ( jo  a )  )  ,  •L l. ki  ^ o
s0 = Sgn (0)oS U) 03,) . 2 2 k2 o 1
Here we have used the fact that C-k C * k
For the case where y = y = y = 0  and A(J13 = 0, we obtainK K i Kao 1 2
from Eq. (8):
2
-^oCfc = -  lv |2f s s „  Ic | 2+  s s ,  I c ,  I 2 } c,' 1 O 2 I k 1 o 1 1 k0 1 J k-ot o l z o
d o )  _ a  
at
2 %  = I V ^ t S ^ l c ^ l 2 - S ^ J C ^ I 2}
77*2 Ck, ■ lV |2iSlS2lCk I2 - SoS2lCk J 2} Ck, dt 2 o 1 2 .
These equations show that the amplitude of the three waves will either grow 
or decrease monotonically with time, if
(ID S S < 0 and S S. < 0 ,o 1 o 2
that is, "the explosive type instability" can occur, as shown by Coppi et al. 
On the other hand, if we consider the case where
17
( 12) S S > 0 and S S. > 0  o 1 o 2
we obtain "the decay instability" as first described by Oraevskii and Sagdeev . 
For the spatial case we obtain in an analogous fashion
(13) cd? “ H )E (x) = d x  °  ( joq
M(kQ>U)o;kl>U3l;k2  ^ iAkx
Sgn {(JO T“T—  E E e J 1.0® | o)2
° dk '
* Ki) V (x) = ■
M(k1,(B1;-k2,-(i)2;k o) ) -iikx
E E e00]^  Sgn {(l^ (-o^) cuQS } |^ e | -co2
1
(J O ,
(r^ - h J e (x) = 3x 2 0^2
M(k2 (02;ko,a)o;-k1,-q>L)  ^  ^ e_iAkx
Sgn {ayi^-U^S 2}||£ | %
is the linear spacial growth rates for the mode (u^kj) and 1
Ak = k, + k - k . Again it is convenient to introduce the notation 1 2 o
D,„ (*) = I I% E.. (x> (i = 0, 1. 2)( J O .1 “i
w(JO
JL M(kQ, (joq; k1, ^ ; k2, go2)
8tt__________________
o’V “^  il Is l_ Se L  ¿s
'8tt dk 8tt dk, 8tt dk0 '
(14)
8
The coupling constants W obey the symmetry relations
W = w = w
^o’00! ,U)2 tUl,~U)2,Uo u)2»^o>‘0^
W = w
Equ. 13 then go over into
S WD D e o CJÜ2
i Akx
(15)
* -iAkx
2 “o “>1
,WD D e
We note that equ. (15) have the same structure as those for the temporal 
case and the same remarks about decay and explosive instability therefore 
apply.
As mentioned before there are two modes associated with the
spatial case of the beam plasma instability, a positive energy branch with
03.S, >0 and a negative energy branch with uj.S < 0 . Based on the relationsi k.i l
(11) and (12) we summarize the possible interactions leading to a decay- and
an explosive instability in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The mode k ,(jd is referred
to as the pump wave, there is, however, no distinction between the modes 
0*1»^) and (k2,0^ ) •
We note the following points:
i) The results are unchanged when the frequency of each of the three 
modes changes sign, 
ii) In the case of decay instability
o o
a) If, all the three modes are on the same branch, the pump mode
decays into lower frequency modes \%\ - k l  + k 2l-
9(Fig. 1 (a) and (b)). Here luhjis the absolute value of <u .
(b) If the three modes are distributed on the positive energy branch 
as well as the negative one, then the pump mode can decay into 
a higher frequency mode, | a )  I +  |u>2 ! =  1 (JO, ( (Fig. 1  (c) and (d)).
In the case of explosive instability
(a) It is necessary that the three modes are located on the negative 
energy branch as well as the positive one.
(b) If the pump mode is on one branch and the other two modes are on 
the other branch, then |u)q | = |cjo^ ] + | | (Fig. 1 (e) and (f)).
(c) If the pump and another modes (say are on one branch and the
other mode is on the other branch, then | |  + | | = | (j^ | •
(Fig- 1 (g) and (h)).
The general treatment in the presence of a negative energy wave was
13 14made by Hasegawa et al. * and they suggested that the anti-stokes' mode 
could be excited in this situation. As described above.
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Table 1
Sign of wave Sign of
energy
U) S o ko “1 %
frequency 
“o “l “2 So si S2
Explosive or 
decay instability Figure 2
4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 Decay a
4 4 - 4 4 - - - - D d
4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 Explosive (h)
4 - 4 4 4 - - 4 4 E h
4 - 4 4 - 4 - - - D (d)
4 - - 4 4 4 4 - - E e
- + 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 E f
- 4 - 4 4 - 4 - - E g
- + - 4 - 4 4 4 4 D (c)
- - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 D c
- - 4 4 - 4 4 - - E (g)
- _ _ 4 4 4 _ _ _ D b
The coupled amplitude equations (8) can be written in terms of 
their real and imaginary parts as follows:
Expressing the complex amplitude as
(16) D (x) = a. ( x ) e ^ i ^  (i = 0, 1 and 2)0). il
we obtain from Equ. (15) 
da
——— - k a = - S  W a, a„ sin 0 , dx o o o 1 2
da
a7) d T  • V i  = si w a2ao sin 9 ’
da,
dx H2a2 S0 W a a, sin 0 , 2 o 1 *
Table 1
10
Sign of wave Sign of
energy
cu S o ko uiSk1 “2%
frequency 
“o %  “2 So si S2
Explosive or 
decay instability Figure 2
4 + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 Decay a
4 4 - 4 4 - - - - D d
4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 Explosive (h)
4 - 4 4 4- - - 4 4 E h
4 - 4 4 - 4 - - - D (d)
+ - - 4 4 4 4 - - E e
- + 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 E f
- 4 - 4 4 - 4 - - E g
- + - 4 - 4 4 4 4 D (c)
- - 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 D c
- - 4 4 - 4 4 - - E (g)
- - - 4 4 4 - - _ D b
The coupled amplitude equations (8) can be written in terms of 
their real and imaginary parts as follows:
Expressing the complex amplitude as
(16) D (x) = a.(x)elcpi(x) (i = 0, 1 and 2),
%
we obtain from Equ. (15) 
da
——  - k a = - S  W a,a. sin 0 , dx o o o 12 ’
(17) " Vl S W a0a sin 0 , 1 2 o
da2
dx K2a2 S0 W a a, sin 0 , z o l
11
de _= Ak + ctg 0 { ^  ln(aoaia2)-(Ko + Kj. + n2) } ,
where
(18)
TT0(x) = Akx + cp1(x) + cp2 (x) - cdq (x) + -
Using Equ. (17) we obtain
df (ao + SoSl“î> - 2 <*oao + SoSlVÏ> ■ 0 >
(19) -ârJ(a_ + S^S,a;) - 2 (>t_a_ + S_S2><2a2) = 0 ,dx o o 2 2 o o
dx(al “ SlS2a2) ' 2 (Hlal ‘ SlS2K2a2) 0 » 
which go over into the vectorial Manley-Rowe relations taken in the 
direction of propagation when the linear growth rates vanish.
The last of Eq. (17) can be rewritten as
(20) {"[~ “ (k + + K2)}(aoa1a2 cos = ^  (_d . 2h )a2S W vdx o
2
o o
= 0
Furthermore, the conservation of power flow is expressed by
( 21)
d 2 2 2 2 2 2
di(So V o  + Sl V l  + S2tu2a2) '2 (So » o V o  + SlHl“lal + s2«2ui2a2)
which is derived from Eq. (17) with y) = 0^  + u^ *
In the following we discuss the detailed character of the decay 
and explosive type instabilities, respectively.
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III. SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT OF NONLINEAR INSTABILITIES 
i) Decay Instabilities
This instability occurs when the conditions S S,> 0 and S S_> 0,o 1 o 2 *
are satisfied as described above. Here we assume that S = S = S =-l. (Theo 1 2
results are the same as those for S = S,= S = + 1 where the initial value ofo 1 2
0(x) is chosen appropriately.) Let us first condider the case where the
linear growth can be neglected (k =h = 0).o \ £
The coupled equations (17) reduce to
da„
= W a^^sin 0,dx
da
1 = . W a a sin 9 , dx 2 o
( 22) da,
dx~ = - W a Qa^sin 0 ,
^  = Ak + ctg 6 ^  In (aoaia2).
From the Manley-Rowe relations, Eq. (19), and Eq. (20), we can define the
following three invariants:
2 2a + a. = P, o 1 ’
(23)
2 2a + a0 = Q ,
a a., a cos 6 + - J  a 2 = G . o 1 2 2W o
The solution of the coupled equation can be obtained, following a method
14discussed by Armstrong et al. Substituting Eq. (23) into the first of 
Eq. (22), we obtain
(24) h  ^  = 1 2W ( a V - a 2)«-*2) ' <G ' ™  aV } % .dx o o o  o ¿vi o
where the + sign is determined by the sign of sin 0 for x = 0. It corresponds
13
to the amplifying and to the decaying solution, respectively. The 
intensity of the wave (a^ ) decreases when - < e < 0, while it increases
when 0 < 0 < tt/2. The general solution for the intensity of the three 
waves is
a2 (x) = b2 + (b2- b2) sn2 [“±W(b2- b2)^(x -xq) ,y] ,
(25) a2(x) = a2(0) + a2(0) - b2-(b2-b2) sn2[+W(b2- b2)^(x -xq),y] , 
a2(x) = a2(0) + a2(0) - b^-(b2-b2 sn2 [4W(b2-b2)^(x-XQ),y] .
The b. are the roots of the radicandl
v ( 2\ 2ro 2 2 r Ak 2.2 2 ,2W  2 _2W  2 ,2N(26) Y(a ) - a (P-a )(Q-a ) - [G- —  a ] = (a - b )(a - b0)(a - bn)o o o o 2w oJ o 3 o 2 o 1 = 0
and it is assumed that 
2 2 2 
b3 * * bl v and x are defined as T o
(27) 2 Ì l i  !
V = b 3- bX
(28) + x = ^ o W(b“- b^)2
-i a>  - bi %
2 ^  sn 2 ) » y !b-- b[
(a) Perfect matching.,Ak = 0 
Case (la)
2 2The simplest case of physical interest occurs when a (0) »  a,(0) > 0o 1
2and (0) = 0. This corresponds to the case where the energy of a strong 
pump wave cj^  is converted to the waves ^  and Three roots of Eq„ (26)
are
14
2 2 2 2 2 2 b = a (0) + a1 (0) > b = a (0) > b = 0 . J O  1 Z O 1
The amplitudes of the three waves are
ao(x) aQ(0) sn2[W{a^(0) + a2( 0 ) (x -xq), y] ,
(29) 2a^  (x) a^CO) + a2(0) cn2[W{a2(0) + a2( 0 ) (x-x^), y] ,
a2 (x> = a (0) cn fWfa^CO) + a^(0)}2(x-x^), y]
where
1 - Y
y ( o )
a2(0) + a^(0) o 1
« 1
2 2 2The initial condition sn [W{a (0) + a.(0)]2x , y] = 1 leads too i o
(30) x = ---xO -- r 3
K.(y) 4 a (0) {In— 2----j ,
W{a‘(0) + a,2(0)}% W a (0) a. (0)O 1 O i
where K(y) is the elliptic integral of the first kind. This value of xo
is the decay length which means that within this length the intensity of
2initial wave aQ(0) decreases to zero; the period of the variation of energy
is 2 x . o
Case (lb)
Next consider the case where the initial intensity of the pump wave
2 2 2 2a (0) is smaller than that of a (0) , that is, a., (0) »  a (0) > 0 and o i 1 o
282(0) = 0. Then the three roots of Eq. (26) are
b2 = a2(0) + a2(0) »  b2 = a2(0) > bj = 0 j o  1 2 o 1
15
and therefore
ao(x)
2//%N
o 2 a (°) i,a (0) sn [W a1 (0) {l + —z---}2 (x-x ) , y] ,
° 1 a?(0) °
where
Y
a2(0)o
a2(0) + a.2(0) o I
a o < ° >
a?(0) {1 -
ap(°)
a2(0)
For small y we may approximate the elliptic function sn(x,y) by sn[x,0] 
The intensity of three waves is then given approximately by
2 2 2 a2(0) L
a (x) = a (0) sin |_W a1(0) [1 H--r---j2(x-x )] ,
° ° 1 a^(0) °
v 2 2 2 2 a (0) l
(31) a (x) = a1 (0) + a (0) cos [W a-(0) {l + —9--- 32 (x-x )] ,
1 1 0  1 a2(0) 0
2/rtX2 2 2 a (0) ,
a«(x) = a (0) cos [_W a (0)[1 H--—-- }2(x-x )]
a2(0) 0
The decay length, x , is obtained aso
(32) xo
______ u/2________
W{a2(0) + a2(0)j^
_1____
W ai(0)
a2(0)
"f— } 'aL(0)
2 2It is noted that if we consider the case where a^(0) »  a^(0) > 0 and 
2
ao(0) = 0, the intensity of three waves is given by Eq. (31) with the ex­
ception that (x-x ) is replaced by x. Case la and lb are sketched o
schematically in Fig. 3.
Case (lc)
2 2 2In the case where a^O) = a2(0) »  0 and aQ(0) = 0, the three roots
sin x.
16
of Eq. (26) are
b3 = b2 = a2(0) = a2(0) »  0, t>2 = 0
and y2 = 1.
The elliptic function can then be expressed in terms of elementary functions 
and we obtain
(33) a^Cx) = a^(0)sn2[W a^(0)x,l] = a2(0) tanh2[W a^(0)x] ,
2 2 2 2 a^(x) = a2(x) = a^(0) sech [W a^(0)x] .
In this case, the interaction length becomes infinite.
(b) Imperfect Matching (Ak f 0).
In this section we examine the effects of finite mismatch on the 
variation of the wave intensity and compute the magnitude of the mismatch which 
can be toleratedin order to observe the decay instability.
Case (2a)
2 2 2For the initial condition a (0)» a (0) > 0 and ao(0) = 0, Eq. (26)o o 2
becomes 2
(34) Y(ab = {a2- a2(0)}[a*- {a2(0) + af(0) + }a2 + a2(0) (^)2 ] = 0o O O  O O  1 2W J 0 0 ^W
This equation has three different real roots, that are ordered according to
2 2 2 2b > b0 = a (0) > b > 0 .J  ^ o JL
2 2 2Since the intensity of pump wave a (x) oscillates between a (0) and b-o o 12
and approaches aQ(0) with the increasing mismatch (Ak/2W). The amplitude of 
oscillation therefore becomes smaller and the decay length increases as the 
mismatch is increased.
2 oFor example, in the case where a (0) »  (Ak/2W) »  a,(0) > 0o 1
b3 «  a2(0) + a2(0) + (||) ,
a (0)o
we have
17
2 2 
bi = (-fe ii _ _11 4w' U  2a (0) o
4 w ; j *
The amplitudes are then given by
ao(x) “ f 1 " 2 2^W^  ^+ a^o(0)a (°) o
A  n
Km ’ 11 ( f )  } ]a (0) o
2 2
* “ 2P»{a>> + ai(°) - (f) a  - (#) }2 <*-*„>. yj ,
o
a (x) = al(0) + a2(0) - a2(x)1 1 o o
a2(x) = a2(0) - a2(x) .z o o
2 2 2We note that a (x) oscillates approximately between a (0) and (Ak/2W) . 
° oWith
. _L_/Akx^
1(0) 2 .m  2W
ac (°)1 - Y
2 ,.. . 2 ... fl __2__ao(0) + al(0) - [1 - }
The decay length is given by
a (0) o
4[a2(0)+ai2(0)-(f)2ll- -2- ~ ( f ) 2}]
ao(°)
X = In
2W[a2(0)+a12(0)-(||) M “  al(°>+ ~ T ~
a (0) a (0)o o
(— >(2V}
o
18
4 ^ ( 0 ) -  (§) }
(35) 2W{a^(°)- (f)2j% a2(0)+^ _ (^ 4at(0)
The ratio of this value of to that in the case of Ak = 0 given by Eq.
is
(36) x (Ak) o____
x (Ak=0) o
«  {i+'i 1
a (0) o
e ê )
a2(0) , ,2  ,
J U +  - 5—a^(0) a^ (0)
In
If the mismatch is so large that 
(37)
4 a (0) o
a2(0)
(^)2= ao(0) ' al(0) > i-e‘> (2^H «_(0)> " 1 '
a2 (0)
>
the roots are
b2 = a2(0) + a (0) 3,(0) , J o  o 1
b2 = a2(0) - a (0) 3,(0) t o  o 1
and the intensity of three waves is given by
% (x) = a0(0) ' ao(0)al(0) cn^ W aaw  ■ 7nT (x~x„>. 2~SJ .
2 a, (0)
a (0) oo
2. . 2.^ . ... ... 2„__ ,/2 a^(°)a, (x) - a (0) + a (0)a (0) en [W a (0), I 1 o 1 o a (0) 2 2 ] '
(30)
4 -1
) }
(38)
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2 2 a (0) _i
a9(x) = a (0)a (0) cn |"W a (0) J --TTv—  (x-x ),2 2 ] .
i o 1 o a vw o
The amplitude of dilation becomes so narrow that a (x) oscillates betweeno
2a (0) and a (O)a., (0). In addition, the interaction length becomes long and o o 1
is given by
(39) _ K(2~2) / ao(0)Xo w a (0) a/  2 a (0) o I
If the mismatch increases further we may put
2
(jfi) = a2(0) - a2(0) + 2i2, (A2>0) ,
to obtain
b. = 2 2 a (0) + A o
2 2 4a (0) a (0) + A o i
a2(0)o
a2(0)o
2
- ao(0)ai(0) + A {1- | a- (o)---(o)3 for ^  «  a ^ a ^ O )  ,
a2(0)a2(0) o 1
2 A2
for A » a  (0) a (0) o 1
The wave interaction becomes negligibly small as A is increased. Case (2a) 
is shown schematically in Fig. 4.
Case (2b)
2 2 2In the case where an(0) »  a (0) > 0 and ao(0) = 0 and the mismatch1 o £
obeys the inequality
a?(0) »  (Ak/2W)2 »  a2(0) ,1 o
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we have
al(0) + ao + (2W> £1_ ~ T ~ ]
a2(0) o
a^O)
b: = a2(0)O
, a2(0) . ^ o / Ak
bl 2a1(0)
(JXZ)
y 2 a^(0)
2i i
4^
1 - — --- ('-AlS')2/an C2W; a1(0)
1 + 4 ^ + _ ^  ^
a2(0) a2(0) ^
and the intensity of three waves is approximately given by
¿2(0) A1 2 •> 1 AT 2
;« = t  (i } + ao(0) ft - }a1(0) a1(0)
2 a _ C®)
(40) X sin [_W a (0) (l H-- ---- +
2rn\ ' 2/n\ "2Wa^ (0) a^ (0) <™> J <x-x0) 1 .
a2(x) = a2(0) + a2(x)
a2(x) a (0) {1 o
a?(0)
\--- <zw> 5 cos2 rw a1<0) {l + -f--- + ---(^) } (x-XQ)j
a‘(0) a^(0) a1(0)
The decay length xQis given by
(41) 1 ao(0)1--- ir [1 _ — 2---2 1 n 2W a1(0) 2a^(0) 2 a^(0) ^2W; ‘ »
sir
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which is somewhat smaller than that in the case of perfect matching, Eq. 
Case (2c)
2 2 2In the case where a,(0) = ao(0) »  0 and a (0) = 0 and the mismatchI o
so small that
(¿k/2W)2 «  a2(0),
the roots are
2 2b3 « a ^ O )  + ax(0) (jjj) + \  ($j) '
b2 - ^ (0> - a^O) O  + I (f)2 ,
bi = °
and the intensity of three waves is given by
(42)
where
a2(x) = {a2(0) - a^O) (^)} sn2[W{a2 (0) + (0) ^ } %x , Y]
a^(x) = a2(x) = a2(0) - a2(x) ,
1 -
o
2 al(0) 2W
Y 9 . 1 1 A i 2  ai(°) 2 W
al(0) + al(0)(^  + 2 (2W>
«  1 .
The decay length x^becomes
(43) x = o
w{a2(0) + a^(0) W al(0)
1 ai <°)j In 1 6 ^ —2
k2W
It is noticeable that when Ak ^ 0, a (x) oxcillates between zero ando
2a (0) - a (0) (Ak/2W) with the decay length x given by Eq. (43), though I I  o
(32).
is
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2 2a^(x) approaches a^(0) at x -* oo when Ak = 0.
ii) Explosive Instabilities
The interaction becomes explosive when S S < 0 and S S < 0 ag given byo 1 02
Eq. (10). We assume that Sq = ---1; and - S = +■ 1. (The results are the
those for = + 1 and = - 1 where the initial value of 9(x) is
chosen appropriately). Again we consider the case where the linear growth
can be neglected (h = h , =H = 0.)o 1 2
The coupled equations (17) reduce to 
da
1 ~ = W a- a. sin 9 dx 12
same as
(44) da^
dx = W a0a sin 92 o *
da,
dx - W a a, sin 9o 1 ’
^  = Ak + ctg 0 ^  In ( a ^ a ^
From the Manley - Rowe relations, Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), we can define the 
following three invariants:
2 2ao - ai = P ,
(45) a2 - a2 = Q ,o 2
„ , Ak 2a a a0 cos 9 + T- a = G . o 1 2 2W o
The solution of the coupled equation can be obtained following a method dis-
12cussed by Coppi et al. Substituting Eq. (45) into the first of Eq. (44),
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we obtain
(46) a2 = + 2W{a2(a2 - P)(a2- Q) dx o - L o o o
Ak 2^  2 ( 2 
o(G ' 2W a-) J
where the + sign is determined by the sign of sin 0^  for x = 0 and corresponds
to the amplifying and to the decaying solution respectively. The intensity
of the wave (a ) increases when 0 < 0 < tt/2, while it decreases when - ?. < 0 < 0o o 2. o
The solution is given by
2 2a (x) A, ov ' da
(47) W x = + - [*2 L2 9 2 2 2 2 ? ^ao(0) L(ao - bx)(ao - b,)(. - b*) ]
2 2 2where b^, b^ and b^ are roots of the cubic
(48) Y<a0) = ao(ao - P)<ao - ®  - (G_2Wao)2
2 2 2and it is assumed that b^ > b^ > b^ > 0
2 2We assume that the initial intensity of three waves are a (0) »  a.(0) > 0o 1
2and a^(0) = 0. Then eq. (48) becomes
(49) Y(ao) " {ao ' ao(0)][ao ' {ao(0) ' al(0) + (2W> + ao(W> ] = 0 •
One root of Eq. (49) is a^(0). The explosive instability can occur as long as
this is the largest root, as described in the following (cases (1) ~  (4)).
However, as the mismatch (Ak/2W) is increased, the wave-wave coupling becomes
weak and the explosion distance increases as expected. It will be shown that
if the mismatch is so large that Ak/(2W a (0)) >  1 and b = a (0), then theo ~  1 o
explosive instability does not occur, but that the three waves show oscillatory
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behavior similar to the decay instability, (cases (5) and (6)). On the 
other hand, a quenching effect will be seen when the initial intensity of the 
three waves is given by
a2 (0) > a2(0) > a2(0) > 0  (case (7)). 
a) Perfect matching (Ah = 0)
We assume that Eq. (48) has three real roots with different values
2 2 2
b3 > b2 > bl - 0 *
Then, the general solution of Eq. (47) (taking the + sign) is given by
(50) a2(x)o h2 +
2 2
(b3 - *£>
h
sn2[ - W (b2 - b2) (x -Xq), y]
From Eq. (45), the intensity for the other waves is given by
(51)
with
(52)
a2(x) - a.i (0) - a2(0) + a2(x)1 1 o o *
a2(x) = a2(0) - a2(0) + a2(x) ,2 2 O O
b~ - b!
Y b„ - b2 -
< 1
and
(53) X =
° W (b2 - b2)^
2 2
-1 3 - bl %sn [(-f----, y] > 0 .
a (0) - b‘ o 1
It is clear from Eq. (50) that a (x) -» œ as x = x and that the explosiono o
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length is given by x = x .exp o
Case Cl)
For the initial condition, Ak 
of Eq. (49) are given by
2 20, aQ(0) »  a^(0) > 0, the three roots
2 2 ? 2 2 2 b = a (0) > bZ0 = a (0) - a? »  b, = 0 .J o  l o 1 1
The intensity of the three waves is
a2(x)o
ao<°>
sn [-W ao(0)(x-XQ), y] ,
(54) a?(x) a2(0) + a2(0)en2[-W aQ(0)(x -Xq), y] ,
where
a~(x) ~ a2(0)cn2[-W a (0)(x-x ), y ] ,Z O O o '
2 al/0^1 - y = --- Ta 0.
ao(0)
The explosion length is given by
(55)
x = x exp c
= k (v )
W a (0) W a (0) o o
1 16a^(0)2 in . o
a?(0)
Thus the intensity of all the three wave increases simultaneously and reaches 
infinity at x = x ^  . This case is demonstrated in Fig. (5a).
b) Imperfect Matching (Ak 4 0).
Here we examine effects of a mismatch on the variation of wave intensity 
and ask for the magnitude of Ak which is permissible to observe the explosive
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instability. 
Case (2)
If the mismatch is so small that a^(0)» (Ak/2W)2 »  a2(0) > 0 and
2 ° 
a2 ~ the three roots of Eq. (49) are given by
2 2 
b3 ■ ao(0>-
b2 - ‘o<°> - ai(0) +a (0) o
,2 = ( ^ 2 r1„ 1 A  2,
a^(0) 2W o
Substituting these values into Eq. (50), we obtain
a2(x) = (— ^fl - — --- /Akv 2 -NaoW  (2W> 11 2 <2W} Ja (0) o
(56)
a>> - - .m  (i >2 ?
+
sn2[-W ao(0){l - -1 —  (|fc)2(l - (§)2)}*(x-x), y]
ao(0> ao(°)
where
al(0)--- 2
1 - a0(°)
(•^)4'■2W-'
ao (0> - ( f ) 2^  -
ao(°>
(^k) 2t 
k2W i
The explosion length is given approximately by
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x = X ft* exp o
W a (0) [1 o L
ao(0)
( - % 2fl -
• > *
 ^~\h' 9TaT' J
■| in
16{a2(0) - (||)2}
a‘(0) -
a2(0)o
4
(57)
W a (0){1 - o a2(0)
e ^ ) 2l'•2W'' 1
, 16a (0)* » | o
O in  L'
a?(0)
{1 -
a2(°)o
Comparing Eq. (57) with Eq. (55), the explosion length becomes larger as the 
mismatch Ak is increased.
Case (3)
If the mismatch Ak is increased so that
ao(0) - ai<°> + ■ a0<°> If I ’
f  I “ a0(0) ■ ,
then the three roots of Eq. (49) are given by
(59) b2 = a2(0) > b 2 = b^(g b2) = ao(0)lao(0) - a^O)} .
For this case, where the two lower roots coincide, the general solution of 
Eq. (47) is given by
ao(x) = b3 + (b3 " fe2) tg2 [(b3 • fc2> W(x-xo)]
(58)
or
(60)
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where
(61) Xo
From Eq. (60),
(62) X
W(b2 - b2)%
.1 - >  - ^  * 
tg — r -2*b2 - b
exp
+TT/2
---o----7TT + x
exp W(b2 - b2)% °
Substituting the values for and b given by Eq. (59) into Eq. (60), we 
obtain
a^OO = a^(0) + aQ(0)a1(0) tg2 [{a (0^ ( 0) ]^Wx]
(63) ai(x) = ai(0) + ao(°)a1(0)t§2H ao(0>ai(°)32wx]
a2(x) = ao(°)ai(0) tg2[{aQ(0)a1(0)}^Wx]
and
(64)
/9 a (0) •}%X = — TT/2 f-Q . i
exp W aQ(0) ^a^(O)
Comparing this explosion length with that for Ak = 0 given by Eq. (55),
x a (0) %axP____ ___ = . Q i ______H__________
(65) Xexp(Ak " 0) aL(0) in {16 a2(0)/a2(0)}
which means that the explosion length becomes much larger.
Case (4)
When the mismatch Ak is increased more the two lower roots of Eq. (49)
2 2b2 and b^, become conjugate complex. Following the procedure outlined in
reference 12, we write
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(66) Y(a2) = (a2 - b2)(a4 - 2b a2 + c)o o 3 o o
2 2 where b^, b, c are real and c > b .
The solution of Eq. (47) is obtained as
= 0
(67) 
where
and
and
(68)
o (H + bJ-(H-bJcn[2H%(x-x ), y]
a (x) = ------2------2— ----------2-----
1 + cn [2H^W(x-x ), y]
H =
Y
(b4 - 2b b2 + c)%
H + b - b* %
(— -------— ) ^ 2H '
x = o 2H2W
H + b2 - a2(0)±_ ^„_ir____ 3 o -,j, _ cn L 2 2 ’ YJH - b + a (0) 3 o
From Eq. (67) we find the explosion length as
(69) x = x +exp o
liïi
H W
The condition, where Eq. (49) has conjugate complex roots, is given by 
(70)
a^(0)
I— Als---- I —1----- 4.  (-----AÎS___
lwao(0) a2(0) (2 W a o(0)>o
On the other hand for the instability to be explosive, it is necessary
2 2 2 2 that b^ - aQ(0)> Re b^ = Re b^, which requires
(71) ai2<°> 7i + -4—  > (— ^ — >2
a (0) 2 W a (0)o o
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Under these conditions we have
H = a (0)a-(0) ,o 1
Q 2- (<n(°) - ^ C Q))2
Y 4 a (0) a, (0)O 1
and
x = 0 .o
Eq. (67) then becomes 
(72)
a (x) = o
(0) + a (0)a (0) + |a2(0) - a (0)a1 (0) }cn[2{a (0)a (0) }^W x,y] »_______O____i________O_______O____1__________o____1_________
1 + cn[2{ao(0)a1(0) )^W,x ,y ]
and the explosion length is given by
a (0)
(73) X = K(y)exp f—2-- yW a (0) La, (0) o i
iii) Non-explosive instability
When the mismatch /\k is increased beyond that in the case (4) , 
the explosive instability does not occur, but there appears an instability 
similar to the decay instability. In this case the amplitudes of all three 
waves increases or decrease simultaneously.
We assume that Eq. (49) has three real roots which are given by
2 2 2 2 b^ > b; > b = a (0) .3 ^ 2  1 o
Using the same method as that for discussing the decay instability we obtain
a*(x) = b* + (1>2 - b*)sn2[W (b* - b*)%x,Y] •(74)
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By virtue of the Manley - Rowe relations Eq. (45), the other two waves are
given by 
(75) a2(x) = a2(0) - a2(0) + a2(x) , 1 i o o
a?(x) = a2(0) - a2(0) + a2(x) ,z z o o
where 
Case (5)
h2 1 2
2 b2 " blV = n o and x - 0 ob3 - bt
If the mismatch becomes
(76) ifjl “ «o(0) + V 0) ,
then
= b2 = a (0){a (0) + i (0)) > b? = a2(0) 3 z o o I l o
Since y = 1, Eq. (74) reduces to
(77) a2(x) = a2(0) + a (0)a (0)tanh2[w{a (0)a (0))2X] 0 o o
Thus the intensity of the all three waves increases asymptotically and reach 
the values ao(0)a^(0) plus initial values, respectively, for x -» oo.
Case (6)
If the mismatch /\k increases further and is given by
(78) (W )2 = ao(0) + al(0) + 2&2.
where
A2 > a (0)a, (0) . o 1
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then
,2 2 , 2 2/nS 
b3 > b2 > \  " «o(0>
and
b3’ b2 = (a^(0) + A2) + (A4 - a2(0)a2(0))% .
The intensity is given by 
(79)
a2(x) = a2(0) + TA2-{A4- a2(0)a^(0)3%]sn2[W{A2 + (A4 - a2(0)a2(0))%}% x,Y],
2 A2 -lA4 - a2(0)a2(0)}%
V _ ~2 A 2 2 £
A + [A - ao(0)a^(0)}2
Thus, the intensities of the three waves oscillate in phase, and its ampli­
tude is [a2 -{A4' a2(0)a^(0)]^]. (Fig. 5b).
iv) Quenching
In the above discussion (Case (1) ~ (6)), we assumed that the
initial phase is 0 < 0 < tt/ 2 ;  the intensity of the three waves thereforeo
always increases. As mentioned before, if the initial phase is -tt/2 < 0q < 0, 
then the intensity of all the three waves decreases at first, that is, there 
appears a quenching effect.
The initial intensity of the three wave is assumed to obey the 
inequality
2 2 2a (0) > an (0) > a0 (0) > 0o 1 z
and that Ah = 0. Then the three roots of Eq. (48) become
2 2 2 2
a (o) > b; > b, > b: -o 3 2 1 > 0
where
(80)
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Taking the -sign in Eq. (47), the intensity of the wave is given by 
(81) h2 k2 b3 bla (x) b. " h o  o o i
s n  [ W  ( b 3  -  b 1 ) ' i ( x  +  X q )  ,  y " l
2 2a (x) , a0(x) are given by Eq. (51) and x by Eq. (53).L z o
2It follows from Eq. (81) that a (x) at first decreases and that ito
2reaches the minimum value b at a distance
(82)
W
-K&!____  . x2 , 2-jJ; oib3 - v
As x increases further, a (x) increases and the explosive increase ino
amplitude takes place at a distance
(83) x = 2 K(y)___
2 Wfb2 - b ^
Xo
By contrast, in the case of the explosive instability, a (x) is given
2by Eq. (50) and therefore aQ(x) increases monotonically until an explosive 
increase in amplitude takes place at x^. In Fig. 6 the variation of aQ(x)> 
a^(x), a3(x) as a funtion of x are shown schematically.
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IV. NONLINEAR INSTABILITIES FOR LINEARLY GROWING (DAMPED) WAVES
Under realistic conditions, e.g., in the beam plasma system non­
linear instabilities occur between plasma waves which are linearly growing 
(or damped). If their linear growth (damping) rates are large compared 
with those due to the nonlinear effects, the results described in Section III 
are changed. For example, the decay (explosion) length becomes shorter for 
the linearly growing waves and longer for the linearly damped waves. Un­
fortunately, however, it is difficult to solve the coupled equations in general 
in these situations. Some insight into the modifications that are introduced by 
finite linear growth (damping) rates can be gained by discussing the case 
where all are equal= k . Then, introducing the quantities <x(x) by
a^(x) = a^(x)eKX (i = 0,1, and 2)
the coupled equations (17) become
do1__o _ Q TT U,Xdx "  s0Wa’“2e sine
dcy|
& r
-  Q  T T  MX . _- SjW <*2 a e sine
(84)
do-,2
= S0W q- ql e^  sin0dx 2 ^o^l
ie
dx Ak + ctg e -  j£n (Qoala2)
For the corresponding Manley-Rowe relations, we have the two invariants;
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(85)
2 2 
"o + SoSl“L
“ + S0S2“2
= P
= Q
The last of Eq. (84) becomes
(86) T“ (o' a, or0 cosG) - ^  TT e K X ~. a = 0* d_ d x 2S W o dx o
For the perfect matching, Ak = 0, we have the other invariant, i.e.,
(87) Cos 8 = G
Using the above three variants, we can discuss the detailed character 
of the decay and explosive instabilities in analogy to the treatment in 
Section III.
i) Decay instabilities
(a) Linearly growing waves (h > 0)
Here assume that S = S, = S = - 1 as in III. o 1 2
and (87) we obtain the following equation
Then, from Eq. (84), (85)
(88) d 2 . r 2 2 2
Tx °o = ~ 2^ e C«0(p- V (Q- V  • 6 }%
Eq. (88) can be solved in the similar way as Eq. (84) in III and the general 
solution for the intensity of the three waves is
Eq. (86) contains the term, e n Ak> which may be interpreted as a linearly 
growing wave having the effect of reducing and a linearly damped wave to 
increasing the mismatch.
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(89)
2 2 2 2 2  2 2 t l HXor0 (x) • b l + 0>2 - b‘)sn [± W(b2 - b*)* ±(e -e °), Y]
2 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 U 1 ^ ^  MX*
o2<x) = C^(0) + (*o(0) - b1 - (bZ2 - bt) sn [IWO^-bp* i(e -e °),Y]
H X  KX*
“2(X) ■ «2») + « >  -b l-(„I - b2) sn2[iw(b2 - b2)* i(e' -e P),Y]
where
(90)
and
(91)
Case (la)
bt - b!
Y bl - b2 -
< 1
+
HX*
(e ° -1) = JL
W(b2 - b2)%
sn-1
2 .n\ *2 \Oi (0) -b
----H , Y
b2 - bI
We consider the case of the boundary condition
a2(0) = a2(0) »  a2(0) = a2(0) > 0 and o2(0) = a2(0) = 0 o o i 1 z z
which is the same as the case (la) in III. The solution of Eq. (89) becomes
2/ \ 2 . N 2 hx 2 r r 2 /nx , 2,.vJg 1. KXS **a (x) = a (0)e sn [W{a (0) + a (0)j2 — (e -e ), y] o o o 1 K
(92) a2(x) = a2(0)e
a2 (x) = a^(0)e o
where
(93) 2
a2(0)o
Y ~ "2,rtN
2/nN 2h x 2/aN 2k x 2r , 2 . . 2 . 1 Kx§ HX. n + a (0)e zn [W[a (0) + a..(0)j2 ~(e -e ), y]1 O O H
o 9 L i K X *  H X
[W{a^(0) + a^(0)}2 i(fe °-e ), y]2 k  x  2 ,
pa 1
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and
(94) (eH
HX 4a (0)K(v) _ 1 , fiV-ii
W{a2(0) + a2(0))^ ~ W ao(0) ” al(0)o 1
Case (lb)
In the case where
0^ (0) - a2(0) »  c/(0) > 0 and q/2(0) = a2(0) = 0
we have
(95)
(96)
* KX
affcO = a^(0)e2HXsn2[Wla^(0) + a2(0)}* ^ ( e ^ - e  ), y]
Y = —
a2(0) a2(0) a2(0)
2--- w  ~2--- i-1 “ ~2---^  0af (0)a (0) + a- (0) a:(0)o i l
For small y , the intensity of the three waves is then given approximately by 
a2(x) = a2(0)eatXco 2[W[a2(0) + a^(0)}2 ^e**-!.)]O ’ O O 1 J K
(97)
where
(98)
2 /  v 2 . -» 2k x 2  ^_ v 3t x  . 2 r . 2 * _» . 2 1 ✓ vfx ■« \ -ia-(x) = an(0)e + a (0)e sin [W{a (0) + a..(0)j2 — (e -1)1 1 i o o 1 h
a„(x) = a2(0)6^  sin2[W{a2(0) + a2(0)}^ — (eKX-l)]
A o o 1 yi
--- rrZ2--------«,1 / 0 _____e o 2 l '* W{a (0) + a, (0)P W a, (0)O 1 1
2//%N
/? i a (°)
^  a  - \ -f— j
a7(0)
It is interesting to compare the above results with those where h = 0. In
the latter case the decay length x is given byo
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(99)* x = M x L
X
° W{a^(0) + a^(0)}
-1
*NL
is of the order of h*tt . o NL
On the other hand, in the case where k 4 0. the decay length is given by
*
KX
= 1 + xx^ = 1 + C
° % l
or
( 100) * 1 1x = “jfcn (1 + Kx ) « “ in mx (K >
V  K O m. O ^NL
It follows from Eq. (100) that if the linear growth rate is much larger than
*the nonlinear growth rate, i.e., K »  the decay length x becomes much
JnL  o
shorter than x^  and is of the order of m, and nearly independent of
kNL* Thns, in the case of k  ^0, the decay instability can occur for rather
weak initial amplitudes a (0), and a (0). In Fig. 8 the decay length x iso 1 o
plotted as a function of m^l with h as a parameter.
In the case of h = 0 the maximum amplitudes of a , a , and a_ are fixedo 1 2
at the respective initial values. In the case of k ^ o on the contrary, their
maximum values are growing exponentially and the minimum values of a (0) ando
a^(0) become zero.
*
Here it is convenient to take
m^  - W aQ(0) , and C
2 2for the case where a (0) > a,(0)*o 1
as a function of a1(0)/a (0).I o
K(V)
at(0) 2 %
V  + tTo)} ^o
The constant C is plotted in Fig. 7
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(b) Linearly damped wave (ft = |ft| < 0)
For this case, the intensity of three waves is the same as that given 
in (a) with h replaced by - |n|. However, the condition > |ft| must be 
satisfied in this case. This is a natural limit because otherwise the waves 
are damped out before the nonlinear coupling occurs.
Using Eq. (91), the condition for a decay instability to occur and the 
definition of the decay length, is given by
*
( 101)
(1 -
ft X.
’> = UL
W(b^ -
, Of2(0) - b^ %
sn [{-^ 2--- 2— i > Vi < 1
b - o 2 1
For the same boundary condition as the case (la and b), the above condition 
gives 
(102)
*
- ft | x
1 - e  ° = | h |x <1! I o
or
I ft I < q
The decay length is given by 
(103) * - M* _ )X = ---- j j----- - > 0o ft'
-1and x becomes long compared with h t^t .’O lnLi
As mentioned in II, in the beam-plasma system there are four kinds of 
interaction resulting in the decay instability. However, the modes on the 
positive energy branch are linearly damped waves. This imposes rather severe 
conditions in the occurance of the decay instability for these modes compared 
with the case where all three modes are on the negative energy branch.
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ii) Explosive instabilities
(a) Linearly growing waves (k > 0)
Here we assume that S = 1. S = S„ + 1 as in III. Then from Eq. (84)o 9 1 2
(85) and (87) we obtain the following equation
(104) ^  a2o = *2WeKX{<£(<£ - P) (a! - Q) -Gp2 , 2 Y Of O O
The general solution for the intensity of the three waves is
2 2
01 (x) = b + O I
2 2b - b 3 1
t2[+ W(b* - b2)% ¿(e^-e^o), Y] 3 1 Ksn
(105) ct? (x) = a?(0) - of2 (0) + c*2(x) i 1 o o
with
(106)
a?(x) = o?(0) - o? (0) + ot (x)  ^ 3 o o
Y
2 2 b - b _2____1
b3 - b2
and
(107)
HX*
+ (e ° -1) =
W(b2 - b
2 2
-1 rfb3 ‘ bl sn [[-5-----
Of (0) - b o 1
h
2} > y !
•k *The wave becomes explosive at x = x .exp o
If we consider the case where the boundary condition is
ff2(0) = a2(0) »  <^(0) = a2(0) > 0 and q,2(0) = a2(0) = 0,
which is the same as the case (1) in III, the intensity of the three waves is
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a (x) = o
2 . & xa (0) e
9 1 h X* h x
sn [W a (0)— (e - e ) ,v] O X
•1 XX-HX. _
^  ° )» YJ
(108)
with
(109)
and
(HO)
2 _ 2 . 2nx 2,nv & x  2 . ua., (x) - a1(0)e + a (0)e en IW a (0) — (e -eI I  o o *
2 o 2w x ? 1 ^  KXa,(x) = a (0)e cn pi a (0) ^(e °-e ), v]Z O O H 1
2 , al<0)Y = 1 - ~2---
aZ(0)o
1 , <  k (y) l____ „ 4 an(0)
K(e _1) W a (0) ~ W  a (0) ** a, (0)
The explosion distance is therefore given by
(111) * * 1 „ ,i N'X = * = - ¿n (1 + h x )>2xp O K  exp
and is of the order of k when k »  x ^  analogous to that in the decay in­
stability with k  ^0.
(b) Linearly damped wave (k = - |k | < 0)
The solution is the same as in (a) if we replace k by -|k |. The con­
dition for the explosive instability to occur and the definition of the explo­
sion distance is given by
( 112)
-lx lx*.1 I o
d-e ) = JL
W(b^ -
2 2 ^
-1 b3 “ bl
sn 1 -------2"} > Y 1 < 1
a£(0) - bfo i
For the same boundary condition as in (a), the explosion distance is
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* * ^°S lH lXexpx = -x = -  --- 1— i------- ^ > 0
- e x p  o  k
(113)
where it was assumed that
U| < ~ NLx K(v)•exp T
x becomes longer than that in the case where Ik! = 0» exp 1
For the explosive instability to occur in a beam-plasma system, at least 
one mode must lie on the positive energy branch and is therefore linearly 
damped. This situation seems to be unfavorable for the occurance of the ex­
plosive instability.
iii) Quenching of growing waves (k > 0)
If we consider the boundary condition
q.2(0) = a2(0) > Q?(0) = a2(0) > ¿7(0) = a2(0) > 0O O — i 1 Z *■
and -tt/2 < 0q < 0, there appears a quenching of the three waves.
Taking the lower sign of Eq. (105), we obtain
(114) 2 , 2 2k xa (x) = b- e + o i
2 2s 2k x(b3 - b )e
sn2[W(b2 - b2)^ ^ (e -e °), 7]
KX 50C
where x is determined by o
(115)
K  X _
1 - e
h2 h2 %K -lr, b3 bl 1 n*------ 0« n -----------} , YJ2 2 Ac Sn El" 2 2W(b^ - bp* ao(0) - bl
a n d  x  <  0 .  o
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Equation (114) shows that a (v) decrease at first and reaches the minimumo
2 2value & (x.,) = b at x = x, and then increases and becomes infinite at x = x os o 1 3 1 ^
where x ^ and are defined through the relations
(116)
1 Hx ! x*
— (.e -e ) K(v)9 9 l
and
H
*
W(b^ - bp*
(117)
1 KXo hx 
(e -e ) 2K(y)9 9 1,K
W(b3 " bl ^
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V. COMPUTATION OF THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT
The strength of the interaction is determined by the quantity 
W (a)Q, , a>2) defined by Eq. II. (14). From a practical point of view it is convenient 
to express the coupling coefficient in terms of the nonlinear growth rate
(118) * = W a (0)NL o
that was already introduced in the previous section. This quantity has an 
immediate physical significance. It is the rate at which the waves 1 and 2 
would grow if aQ would stay constant.
For the case of a monoenergetic electron beam in a cold plasma the 
distribution function is
f (v) = n 6(v) + a n 6(v - v ) o p  is o
where a = n^/n^ «  1 is the ratio of beam density to plasma density. then
becomes
(119)
E (°)= — = O r
’ISfL m : 2 rNL vo
where
( 120) „ _ 1 t v 2/3 , v 2/3 r 1 ,h , *2 , VrNL 4 (°1 ' V  (Q2 " k2) QlQ2Qo ^  02 0q)
K K K
r— - —  +  —- - —  +  —- —  i  }Ln  - v  n -v n - v  J  ■>(nL-KL)(f^-i^) (no-Ko) l0l-Kl i^-K2 Q - Kq
kv
Q = m ~9 K =
where
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If we compute from the moment equations including collisions in the 
equations of motion for the plasma electrons we find
rNL =i (nL-V3/2^ -V3/2{—  1 
(121) °
K K. K, 
[— 2— • + —  + — ] 
-I—• s .» r\ -I
+ __________1__________ %  Kg Kq
(Ql-1^ ) (Q0-Kq) Qo-Kq  ^ ^
(£\ + iv)(a2 + iv) lQq +iv O2
«2
The dominant contribution comes from the second term in the curly bracket.
The effect of collisions is therefore small and we are justified in neglecting
them in the sense that we replace Eq. (121) by Eq. (120). It is, however,
essential to retain the collisions in the expressions for K (K = K(Q,\>)
because they influence the mode structure in a profound way.
In Figures 9 and 12 we present representative examples of and 
Akv
the mismatch -— -—(DP
for the case of the decay and the explosive instability corresponding to 
Case b) and g) in Figure 2.
One of the noteworthy features of these plots is the fact that the 
nonlinear coupling is a minimum when two of the primary modes are in the 
vicinity of the most unstable mode. Experimentally this corresponds to 
the case when the primary waves have their largest amplitude due to linear 
growth .
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Figure
CJ
kVp
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kv0
Mode structure of a beam-plasma system for the temporal (la) and 
spatial (lb) case. In the upper diagram the solid curve 
corresponds to the unstable branch.
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Figure 2
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. Possible ways to couple 3 modes on different energy branches 
leading to the decay - or explosive instability.
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a02 (0) > a2 (0 )
CUq  >  CUx> 4l>2
X —-
Figure 3. Spatial variation of wave amplitudes for the decay instability.
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Small Mismatch Ak
Figure 4. Effect of finite mismatch on the spatial variation of wave 
amplitudes for the decay instability.
Figure 5, Spatial variation of wave amplitudes for the explosive instability 
(Case 1) and the non-explosive instability (Case 2).
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X l X 2
X — ► PP-829
Figure 6. Quenching effect due to finite amplitude in a? (0) for the 
explosive instability.
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Figure 7. The constant C: as a function of a1(0)/aQ(0)
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54Nonlinear Growth Rate, k nl
PP-830
Figure 8. Influence of linear growth rate on the decay length.
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Figure 9. Nonlinear growth rate for the decay instability when all 3
waves are located on the same branch of the dispersion relation 
(Figure (2b)).
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Figure 10. Wave number mismatch for the cases of Figure 8. 
ik  " kl  + k2 -  k0
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Figure 11. Nonlinear growth rate for explosive coupling to the 
frequency (Figure 2g).
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Figure 12.
s
il 1
Wave number mismatch for the cases of Figure 11,
Ak = k2 - kx - kQ
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